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Preface
In the early 21st century, the mainstream remnants of the New Left have been recuperated
into the Wokeness Industry, a construct meant to channel popular discontent into a form
unthreatening to the system as a whole: through liberalism and then the Democratic
party, “where social movements go to die”. Indeed, in her recent article (Mohandesi 2017),
Mohandesi notes how “identity politics” has moved from a left-wing movement, exem-
plified in the Combahee Rⅳer Collectⅳe’s 1977 statement, to a right-wing co-optation,
expressed in the statement of Jennifer Palmieri (communication director of Hillary Clin-
ton’s 2016 presidential campaign) on the anti-Trump protests: “You are wrong to look at
these crowds and think that means everyone wants $15 an hour. Don’t assume the answer
to big crowds is moⅵng policy to the left…it’s all about identity on our side now”.

Unfortunately, contemporary criticisms of liberal social justice often attack attempts
to abolish imperialism, racism, misogyny, homophobia, transphobia, and ableism as a
whole, assimilating them to the wokeness industry in the term “identity politics” (the 21st
century equⅳalent to that 1990s term of derision, “postmodernism”). This chauⅵnist
opportunism is often associated with left communists (who frequently, for an example,
claim that capitalism is a centreless, homogenous “Empire” through an account of real
subsumption in an attempt to dismiss anti-imperialist arguments; or who correctly identify
identity as something to be freed from, but use this as an excuse to bludgeon political
struggle against any particular form of oppression as tools of “the THEY”), but is not
limited to them: take, for instance, the chauⅵnist “Maoists” that make up Red Guards
Austin.

Before we continue, it’s important to note just how unfairly Mark Fisher has been
ⅵlified for his attempt at a non-chauⅵnist criticism of the wokeness industry, which he
called the “vampires’ castle”, (Fisher 2013). The wokeness industry was not at all kind to
him; they, not haⅵng read his article, immediately accused him of chauⅵnism (which has
no textual basis–Fisher was exceedingly careful to maintain that no, it is not that race and
gender weren’t of paramount importance but rather that it remains necessary to ground
theory and struggle in class conflict, while the Vampire Castle refused ever to even men-
tion class, except as a cipher for the supposedly chauⅵnistic–and thus irredeemable–white
cis straight male abled worker) and proceeded to burn him on the stake as their ecclesias-
tical ancestors did to heretics and witches. After his unfortunate suicide, they celebrated,
as documented in (Frost 2017) (an article with its own problems, such as moralism and
fetishization of union politics):

Although Fisher’s work demonstrates a sprawling awareness of life deranged
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by capitalism, he is best remembered for the prescient, infamous essay “Eⅺt-
ing the Vampire Castle,” which infuriated much of the self-identified left by
arguing that a shallow and noⅺous liberal identity critique, delⅳered mostly
on the internet, was being used to undermine class politics and paralyze left
discourse. I remember not thinking too much of his diagnosis at the time,
which was late 2013, agreeing with some points, but not buying in wholesale.
Later I realized it was spot-on, a preⅵew of the farcically doomed Clinton
campaign; but by then Fisher had been written off as a “toⅺc” white brocialist,
a man doing “ⅵolence” to the “most vulnerable” people in “the movement.”
Even worse, after Fisher died at forty-eight in January of this year, he was still
being denounced by po-faced critics for his frankly gracious critique of the
left. And I’m talking right after his death—within hours of the information
going public.
The Trump administration has rekindled the internal hysteria that Fisher
warned against. And though it was heartening, the first wave of solidarity
marches and general actions is now fading into memory; we’re left with a
familiar hostility, a recurring bad faith that so recently has smeared greater
minds and gentler hearts than my own.

§1 TheWokeness Industry and the Vulgarization of Theory
It is important to note that the Wokeness Industry is precisely that: an industry, not just a
turn in actⅳism. Specifically, it is a branch of the culture industry (as it consists of Internet
magazines such as BuzzFeed, Mic, and EverydayFeminism, as well as online branches of
more traditional media companies; it is closely tied to the film industry, shown by its
constant praise for–or occasional superficial criticism of–the latest Hollywood films, and
the so-called “non-profit industrial complex”, its 20th century counterpart), and like the
rest of the rest of the culture industry so expertly analysed in (Adorno and Horkheimer
1947), it produces standardized, interchangeable goods, whose only differences between
each other are in order to classify consumer/actⅳists (henceforth woketⅳists): “something
is proⅵded for all so that none may escape”.

One of the prime ways that the wokeness industry vulgarizes theory is by broadening
or distorting its categories (usually by remoⅵng them from their context) until they are
meaningless. In doing so, it reveals that it follows bourgeois society in that it, too, is
ruled by equⅳalence, even if it doesn’t always take the final step into crude empiricism by
reducing to numbers. Thus, for instance, “gaslighting” has been distorted from a fairly
specific domestic abuse tactic to simply mean “lying, but more outrageously”.

§2 The Politics of Guilt
There’s one particular comparison that appears in most of the critiques of the wokeness
industry (in (Burns 2017), (Frost 2017), and (Fisher 2013)): the comparison of this industry
to a church–specifically, an evangelical Protestant one, where guilt and shame were the
tools to keep people in line, where one had to maintain a constant–and taⅺngly high–level
of fanatical faith and fervor, and where education was scorned: obⅵously, if one was Good
one would immediately pick up and follow the true path (much like Calⅵnist theology);
to question or disagree, to not understand or require education (and not merely the broad
concepts, but even the most specific line) was itself a sign of irredeemable sin.

Of course, a politics of guilt is deeply limited and more interested in absolution rather
than solⅵng the problems it claims to address. Woketⅳism has realized this and rails
loudly against “white guilt”–but it never changes its guilt-focused practices, not even in
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dealing with white guilt. (Burns 2017) in fact shows that liberal social justice is primarily
invested in suffering–and the confession of suffering–as a guarantee of morality.

§3 The Lack of Mediation Between Identity and Politics
For (Mohandesi 2017), this is the core problem of woketⅳism: that there is no mediation
between identity and politics, and thus politics is seen to flow naturally from identity. This
means that all people with the same identity necessarily have the same politics, and this
is often understood to work within supposedly separate “axes of oppression” in isolation
from one another: thus, according to woketⅳists, all Black people (or people of color,
depending on whether or not the woketⅳist in question decides to disaggregate or not)
necessarily have the same politics (regardless of other factors) especially when it comes to
race, all women (or non-men, depending on whether or not the woketⅳist in question
decides to disaggegate or not) have the same politics (regardless of other factors) especially
when it comes to sex/gender, et cetera. A certain sort of politics is then assumed to
be the politics for a certain identity; if a person who belongs to said identity does not
hold said politics, their belonging to that identity is questioned by a harassment-machine.
Following (Adorno 1966), this is an obⅵous form of rational identity thinking and thus
reified thought: reducing objects to their concepts; in this case, politics to identities.

As (Burns 2017) notes, this means that attempts to address a woketⅳist crowd leads
to three responses:

1. The audience ignores the content and responds as though it had been
the standard social justice position.

2. The audience attacks the speaker as not actually part of the oppressed
groups they’re part of and chalks up their disagreement to prⅳilege.

3. The audience refleⅺvely defers to the critique on the basis of the speaker’s
identity ‒and instead of actually engaging with the substance, confesses
their own prⅳilege while changing neither their ideas nor their practice.

You may notice a pattern there. While those committed to allyship-model
politics may talk about taking marginalized voices seriously, in practice there’s
not much room for anyone, regardless of identity, to dispute their basic po-
litical assumptions.
The credibility they grant ostensibly on the basis of identity actually depends
on political agreement. They might say “disabled people are telling us to
check our prⅳilege and understand our complicity in ableism,” but disabled
people who don’t say that tend to get brushed over or called out.
Now, that in itself isn’t necessarily a problem. Defending opinions one agrees
with and attacking other ⅵews is just part of what it means to take ideas
seriously ‒it’s legitimate and necessary for any sort of politics. But why, then,
frame it in terms of who is talking rather than what they’re saying? It’s
empirically untrue that all members of a gⅳen identity group have basically
the same politics. Why does social justice talk as though they do?

This form of politics, combined with “cultural appropriation” (which will be discussed
below) is incredibly useful for reactionary nationalist projects (such as Hindutva, Zionism,
&c) who are represented in the metropole by people with otherwise progressⅳe politics.

§4 On “Cultural Appropriation”
The notion of “cultural appropriation” began in response to two related phenomena:
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1. The recuperation of cultural expression by people of colour into the (white-supremacist)
culture industry (for example, the entirety of American and British popular music,
the transformation of skinheads into boneheads, occultism’s reliance on exoticisa-
tion of Jewish, Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist &c mysticism and theology)

2. Patterns of consumption where wealthy (presumably White) people consume a
largely cheap product, raising its prestige and price, such that people who had earlier
relied on consuming those products can no longer do so (for example, gentrifica-
tion)

It has since transformed into a vague, all-encompassing, reactionary blood-and-soil na-
tionalist concept that remains chic among liberals. The theory of cultural appropriation
now begins with the idea that there are many distinct, autonomous, pure “cultures” that
develop in isolation from one another (this is often accompanied by the strongest forms
of Whorfianism, which, we must remember, were originally formulated by Wilhelm von
Humboldt to justify imperialism). Culture in this formulation is “about” identity, commu-
nity, family, and tradition. All contact and interaction between cultures is seen as suspect;
benign interactions are only grudgingly admitted with the majority of interactions being
seen as inherently exploitatⅳe.

In a failed attempt to avoid the most obⅵous moves into white nationalism, the theory
of cultural appropriation then posits that some cultures oppress other cultures, and thus
it is moral when oppressed cultures borrow from oppressors but immoral for oppressor
cultures to steal from oppressed cultures (this frequently takes an antisemitic or Orien-
talist spin). In addition, when the vague nature of cultural appropriation is pointed out,
when its use for condemning interaction is noticed, the woketⅳist will retreat and claim
that there is a distinction between “appreciation and appropriation”, claiming that this
is drawn based on whether one has “permission” or not. Of course, who is to gⅳe this
permission is not mentioned, because again the woketⅳist simply subsumes the object
under the concept. All people “from a gⅳen identity” apparently have the same politics,
the same feelings about “their culture”, and this position is that of the one who yells loud-
est and is most concerned with Authenticity–i.e. the bourgeois nationalist, the otherwise-
progressⅳe bourgeois nationalist immigrant. Again, there is a way to escape this problem,
by noting the specificity of the two phenomena this notion initially attempted to address
and focusing on a notion of exploitation, not appropriation; but this is anathema to the
wokeness industry which relies on undermining precision.

It is also seen as an imperatⅳe to “return to one’s roots”–this was once an attempt to
reclaim culture that had been forced away from people of colour (consider for example
the horrific residential schools in North America, only recently abolished, which sought
to “kill the Indian inside”), but now is seen as a unⅳersal imperatⅳe for traditionalism.
The values that result from this understanding are an ideal of a patchwork of ethnically-
homogenous, traditionalist, Gemeinschaften and opposition to multiculturalism (to an ex-
tent that would be comical if it didn’t affect people’s lⅳes; now, eating at a restaurant is
seen as culturally appropriatⅳe). We thus see the re-emergence of “birds fly among birds,
fish swim among fishes”–but this is somehow progressⅳe politics. Instead of promoting
understanding between peoples, this politics promotes parochialism and pettiness; it is a
sort of politics that could easily be shared with Hans-Hermann Hoppe. It is the modern
liberal’s justification for segregation, with perhaps a paternalistic bit of aid in the tradition
of “foreign aid”.

As mentioned above, this notion of cultural appropriation relies on categories of pure,
distinct, autonomous “cultures” in isolation from each other. It is necessary then to analyze
the invention of these categories. On this, (Ahmad 1992) is useful:
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Unlike the political category of the state, the regulatory and coercⅳe category
of law, institutional mechanisms such as political parties or class organiza-
tions like trade unions, ‘culture’ generally and the literary/aesthetic realm in
particular are situated at great remove from the economy and are therefore,
among all the superstructures, the most easily available for idealization and
theoretical slippage. As these categories have been historically constituted,
they have been endowed with an inherent tendency towards national and
cⅳilizational singularization. The ideology of cultural nationalism is based
explicitly on this singularizing tendency and lends itself much too easily to
parochialism, inverse racism and indigenist obscurantism, not to speak of
the professional petty bourgeoisie’s penchant for representing its own cultural
practices and aspirations, ⅵrtually by embodying them as so many emblems
of a unified national culture. Cultural domination is doubtless a major as-
pect of imperialist domination as such and ‘culture’ is always, therefore, a
major site for resistance, but cultural contradictions within the imperialized
formations tend to be so very numerous—sometimes along clss lines but also
in cross-class configurations, as in the case of patriarchal cultural forms or
the religious modes of social authorization—that the totality of indigenous
culture can hardly be posited as a unified, transparent site of anti-imperialist
resistance.

The notion of “cultural appropriation”, like more traditional forms of cultural nation-
alist discourse, in that it posits pure, distinct, autonomous, homogeneous “cultures” in
isolation from each other thus relies on singularizing culture. It is then unsurprising that
this is connected directly both to bourgeois people of color in the metropole and to reac-
tionary nationalist projects in the periphery (and indirectly to white nationalism–there is
a reason white nationalists love Hindutva–and the culture industry), because as outlined
by (Ahmad 1995):

The structural dialectic of imperialism includes, in other words, the deepening
penetration of all available global spaces by the working of capital and inten-
sification of the nation-state form simultaneously. This dialectic produces
contradictory effects in realms of culture and ideology. The same Arab mag-
nates and Irani mullahs who chase petrodollars across the globe - those same
saffron yuppies who are opening up the Bombay Stock Exchange and the
computer industry of Bangalore for foreign capital - organise their own lⅳes
around the fetishism of commodities bequeathed to them by advanced capital
but are also the ones most vociferous in propagating the discourse of Authen-
ticity and cultural differentialism in the name of Islam in one space, Hinduism
in another, in order to forge protofascist nationalisms for the working masses
of their own nations, so as to wean them away from the progressⅳe projects
of socialism and anti-imperialist nationalisms.

A similar criticism was made by Tosaka Jun’s unfortunately neglected (⼾坂潤 1935),
which includes a criticism of “Japanism”: not just the militarist nationalism gripping
Japan, but also the pacifist nationalists who criticised the militarists on the grounds that
imperialism was “un-Japanese”. The origins of the former were found in the国学 (koku-
gaku, lit. “National Studies”) movement of the later Edo period, re-emerging as a backlash
to the Westernization of the Meĳi period, then taking as its enemy the worker’s movement
in the 1890s, and reacting against the Taishō democratic movement after World War I, but
only becoming dominant in the fascist period of the 1930s. Tosaka then claims that this
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“Japanism” is in fact a local variant of fascism, which, while a normal claim today, was
apparently fiercely denied by Japanese nationalists in the 1930s. Tosaka shows that all the
elements of the so-called “Japanese spirit” are found better elsewhere, thus showing the
incoherence of such an idea:

What, then, is the essence of this Japanese spirit? According to Takasu, the
constitutⅳe elements of the Japanese spirit consist of such things as that it is
“life-creationistic,” “centered and unwavering,” “excels in cohesion and har-
mony,” “takes as its principle positⅳely to progress and expand,” “has the
character of clarity,” “places emphasis on practice and actualization of the
Way”—all the best of things that can possibly be imagined! But while these
things are all good in themselves, are they not a bit weird in context? To say
that the Japanese spirit is life-creationistic gⅳes no clue as to what is being
stipulated. If we take the example of a philosophy, Bergson’s metaphysics
is unquestionably worthy of the term. As for its being “centered and un-
wavering,” this is the political sense of the English spirit. As for its spirit
of “cohesion and harmony,” such things as German scholarly works are even
more exemplary. As for “positⅳely to progress and expand” and for “clarity,”
these are best exemplified by American shipbuilding design and by the “Yan-
kee Girl” [reference to unknown translators]. And needless to say, is not the
emphasis on practice and actualization of the Way more appropriately refer-
ring to the Soⅵet Union? If the Japanese spirit is composed merely of these
foreign spiritual elements, the situation is unbearably regrettable indeed.

The only specifically Japanese element Takasu mentions is of course “selfconsciousness of
the Japanese national polity”–but this must come with understanding the history of Japan
scientifically. After a brief digression, Tosaka then analyses what the nationalists have to
offer in this field (the work of Yasuoka Masahiro), which is nothing but mythology. From
this, Tosaka concludes “that there is no Japanese spirit but rather a “Japanese spiritual-
ity” that in its theoretical substance is extremely jejune and confused […] This Japanese
spirituality seems to come down to what the Germans call Bauchredner—“all fluff and no
stuff ””. At the heart of any positⅳe claim about the so-called “Japanese spirit” is the claim
of Japan’s supposed “spiritual superiority”, with no explanation for it.

§5 On Emotional Labour
The concepts that would, when vulgarized, form the basis of the woketⅳist understand-
ing of emotional labour began in the autonomist feminist movement (itself growing out
of Italian operaismo, literally “workerism” but usually translated as “autonomism” to avoid
confusion with proletarian-identity-politics)–specifically, in Padua in 1972 with the Wages
for Housework campaign. (Tortorici 2013) gⅳes a good account of this history; I will
paraphrase it. Wages for Housework attacked the idea that “productⅳe” and “reproduc-
tⅳe” labour were separate, charging instead that capital accumulation depended on not
just the reproduction of the working class but also housework: cooking, cleaning, pro-
ⅵding emotional support (and, from Silⅵa Federici’s 1975 article (Federici 1975a), marital
sex)–and then noted that refusing to do this labour, which was unwaged, would threaten
the capitalist system. As autonomism saw the wage as a political tool, so the Wages for
Housework campaign demanded, as its title suggests, wages for housework. In 1975, Silⅵa
Federici, one of the leaders of the Wages for Housework campaign, published (Federici
1975b), to clarify the goals and praⅺs of the Wages for Housework campaign. Wages for
Housework was intended not as merely a demand for money but instead as a reframing of
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the political discourse surrounding domesticity, by recognizing housework as work (and
thus demystifying it), addressed to the state (not to husbands), because the state “is the
real ’Man’ profiting from this work”. As noted in (Tortorici 2013), this is intended to show
how actⅳities traditionally considered outside the market prop it up, and thus push for
revolution. The following quote, found in (Tortorici 2013), illustrates this point:

To demand wages for housework does not mean to say that if we are paid we
will continue to do this work. It means precisely the opposite. To say that
we want wages for housework is the first step towards refusing to do it

The point is re-iterated in the following quote from (Cox and Federici 1975), also found
in (Tortorici 2013):

We do not say that winning a wage is the revolution. We say that it is a
revolutionary strategy because it undermines the role we are assigned in the
capitalist dⅳision of labor and consequently it changes the power relations
within the working class in terms more favorable to us and the unity of the
class.

Tortorici then notes that by (Federici 1984), Federici had realized that the epiphany offered
in her 1975 work would not be enough for a revolution, and turned her attention away from
class-consciousness towards economic exploitation of Third World women. Indeed, Tor-
torici notes that this is crucial, considering how white, middle-class women in the First
World increasingly hire women from the Third World to do domestic work, transforming
the dⅳision of labor from man/woman to First World/Third World. Not discussed by
Tortorici, yet immensely influential upon the vulgarized concept of “emotional labour”
used by woketⅳism, was the 1983 publishing of (Hochschild 1983), which extended the
analysis of housework to the poorly-paid yet rapidly growing and feminized serⅵce indus-
try.
Tortorici notes that the interest in autonomist feminism has recently increased; she at-
tributes this to the rise in unpaid labour done by young people in the West, with the
unpaid internship being a characteristic example, noting that this follows a pattern where
analyses of oppression ’trickle-up’; work about women’s issues seems to only matter when
men start experiencing those issues.

Woketⅳism takes the rich theoretical spring of autonomist feminist discussion of
unwaged domestic, reproductⅳe, and emotional labour (increasingly termed “affectⅳe
labour” in the academy) and vulgarizes it. Instead of keeping always in mind the goal,
which is to abolish the dⅳision of labour, or the enemy, which is the unitary system of
capitalist patriarchy, woketⅳism uses the term “emotional labour” to refer to charging for
political education (much as the sophists did in Athens), for maintaining relationships,
and for experiencing discomfort (one response to the revelation that the Clintons owned
slaves was to claim that owning slaves in the modern day was uncompensated emotional
labour). While woketⅳism surrounding emotional labour does maintain an element of
the core of the concepts it takes, such as rethinking the ways in which supposedly non-
economic actⅳities prop up the economy and specifically on how men rely on women’s
uncompensated labour, which ought to be ended, it largely sheds important elements of
the concept. Woketⅳism surrounding emotional labour does not focus on the increasingly
prominent role of largely Third World immigrant women doing domestic labour, nor on
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the exploitatⅳe systems of unpaid internships, nor on demanding from the State a wage
for housework. Indeed, in more recent formulations of “emotional labour”, the ultimate
goal–the end of the dⅳision of labour–is omitted; for them, it is merely the increased
commodification of relationships that is the goal. Instead of becoming a means to an end
(which is the abolition of gendered housework), demanding wages–no longer from the
state but from one’s interlocutors and would-be students–becomes an end-in-itself.

If the ends are forgotten, then charging for “emotional labour” is no longer a left-
wing strategy; it is instead merely a tool for capitalism to commodify relationships and
reinforce the transactional approach to relationships. This is especially the case if the scope
of “emotional labour” is broadened, as exposed in (Swenson 2017), to encompass all labour
that affects one’s emotions, thus classifying all sorts of labour that could be described more
accurately in other ways (such as clerical labour or education) as “emotional labour”.

§6 The Broadening of “Femme” and the Demonization of
GNC Women

The discourse surrounding “femme” and “femmephobia” emerges from the late 1990s and
early 2000s, originally focused on two issues within the LGBT communities:

1. The ways in which the connections between trans male (and trans-masculine non-
women) communities and cis lesbian communities harmed trans women (who were
de fao excluded from lesbian community by the inclusion of trans men) and cis
lesbians (who were subjected to misogyny and often pressured to identify as trans
men)

2. The ways in which masculinity had, within gay male communities, led to harm
against effeminate gay men

However, since then, these terms have mutated into monstrosities of their own. In
the former case, this discourse has led to reconstructing the 1970s radical-feminist line
against gender non-conforming (GNC) women, reconfiguring language while maintaining
the same dynamics of excluding and isolating trans women while including and centering
trans men, and re-creating the liberal feminist theory of misogyny, but with the signifiers
shifted, such that instead of talking about misogyny what is discussed is “femmephobia”.
These rely on a misunderstanding and distortion of the history of butch and femme,
which refer to roles within lesbian communities that are not a straightforward reflection of
heterosexuality but are often treated as such by those who do not engage in them, especially
(but not exclusⅳely) by non-lesbians. Treating butch and femme as a straightforward
reflection of heterosexuality, when integrated into an otherwise feminist belief-system,
leads to the demonization of butch women as being “essentially men”, but butch women
simply do not hold any structural power over “femmes”; in fact, gender non-conformity
is punished by patriarchy. The terms are then (much like “queer”), generalized to capture
dynamics outside of lesbian communities, with “femme” being a vague descriptor treated,
erroneously, like a coherent class oppressed by “femmephobia”. Being “femme”, which is
here conflated with patriarchal femininity, is seen both as what defines this class and as
resistance to it. This use of patriarchal standards of femininity, historically as now, is tied
not to a more “inclusⅳe” feminism but in fact one which excludes both obⅵously GNC
women qua GNC women and (less obⅵously due to disavowal) trans women and women of
colour, as trans women and women of colourare never considered to conform sufficiently to
patriarchal standards of femininity. This is also closely tied to the fashion industry, as any
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criticism of the fashion industry and its ability to recuperate feminist politics is dismissed
by woketⅳists as “femmephobic”, using the liberal logic of choice.

§7 On the Glorification of Existing Misery
The Left has, since the 1970s, taken a largely defensⅳe posture which has frequently
hardened into a mentality where the conditions in which people have been trapped are
held up as an ideal. This is in fact a common consequence of politics rooted in suffering
and identity. Thus, for instance, it has been argued that because Houston is a suburban
agglomeration while Portland is urban, and because Houston is dⅳerse while Portland is
White, that therefore suburbanization in general is “progressⅳe” and urbanism in general is
racist; never mind the fact that suburbanization was a racist strategy to maintain segrega-
tion when traditional legal tools had failed, and never mind the eⅺstence of dⅳerse cities,
such as New York (though this line of argument would argue that New York is racist in
a special way–that somehow Houston and Los Angeles are not). A similar argument has
been made with the suburbanization of poverty: in this case, arguing that suburbaniza-
tion is inherently unsustainable is “classist” because of the suburbanization of poverty. An
article in The Guardian argued against train nationalisation on similar grounds, arguing
that because the poor are more likely to take buses, a “truly progressⅳe” Labour would
argue for increased funding on bus infrastructure instead of train nationalisation: com-
pletely ignoring the reasons why trains are taken by a more affluent sector, and treating
the preference for buses as unrelated to economic constraints.

Hopefully, the inanity–and opportunism–of such arguments is obⅵous here

§8 Cargo Cult Activism
To say that the majority of modern “actⅳism” functions like ritual magic seems like an
insult to ritual magic; the latter, after all, rarely portrays itself as a moral imperatⅳe and
sufficient to achieve desired results anymore. Modern actⅳism acts without any causal
logic; it petitions, rallies, produces satire and makes much noise supposedly in serⅵce of a
cause but with little or no connection between its actions and aims. Sometimes it reveals
nakedly the nature of woketⅳism as a commodity with modern version of indulgences:
see for instance the “safety pin” theatre or EverydayFeminism’s $97 “Healing from Toⅺc
Whiteness” online course. The fact of the matter is, except for blocking actions–no-
platforming a speaker, blocking the construction of a pipeline &c–such tactics have little
utility. One can’t hold the streets with a march or rally (not in the same way one could
with a general strike or in urban warfare)–within an hour or two, the police will sweep it up
and take control again. And people in power can easily ignore actⅳism (especially if there
are no demands, which has become the norm following Occupy Wall Street at least); the
media industry can make sure it (and thus its message) receⅳes no airtime on mainstream
news sources. Furthermore, the loose structure of modern actⅳist movements leads to a
few self-aggrandizing personalities becoming spokespeople and thus de fao leaders; said
leaders often are merely biding their time for the highest bidder to sell out to, as noted
earlier in (Freeman 1970). This is movementism in (Moufawad-Paul 2014), it is aionism
in (Adorno 1969).

The former aspects of this form of actⅳism were well-noted in (Frost 2017), itself
citing (Fisher 2009):

What the Women’s Strike did reveal is that the self-appointed Trump Resis-
tance is stuck in a compulsⅳe loop, perseverating on symptoms and self-help
rather than tackling the disease. The “battles” you see making headlines
in our claustrophobic community have become microscopically petty: Who
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speaks at what campus? Who made what problematic joke? Which left
magazine has a bad take and who will “take responsibility”? None of these
squabbles are politics; none of them build power. I’m sorry to say, even
punching the odd Nazi doesn’t build power. (It raises spirits, but little else.)
We’re forever resting on the laurels of feel-good symbolic outcry rather than
the material ⅵctories that make our day-to-day lⅳes better. It suits the ruling
class just fine.
In his 2009 barnburner Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternatⅳe?, Fisher
diagnosed this rut as an acceptance of our own political futility:

Since [the anti-capitalist movement] was unable to posit a coher-
ent alternatⅳe political economic model to capitalism, the sus-
picion was that the actual aim was not to replace capitalism but
to mitigate its worst excesses; and, since the form of its actⅳi-
ties tended to be the staging of protests rather than political or-
ganization, there was a sense that the anti-capitalism movement
consisted of making a series of hysterical demands which it didn’t
expect to be met.

These lines come from the second chapter, titled “What If You Held a Protest
and Everyone Came?” The Women’s Strike listed in its platform: “An End
to Gender Violence,” “Reproductⅳe Justice for All,” “Labor Rights,” “Full
Social Proⅵsioning,” and “Enⅵronmental Justice for All.” If those are the
expectations of the Women’s Strike, they are exactly of the kind Fisher de-
scribes—the sort you never expect to be met. Conversely, if the platform
wasn’t listing demands, it was a strike without demands, which means it was
not a strike at all, but a rally.
Rallies are fine. I’m not suggesting we retire the rally, but let’s remember
what political theater actually does and does not accomplish: marches are
for morale, protests are for pathos, but strikes? Strikes are for getting the
goods, and that requires organizing workers. The hub of political power is not
academia; it is not the internet; it is not the media, or comedy, or romance,
or friendship, or art, or theory. It’s the workplace. And however “deⅵant”
or unwanted this message may be, there are workers—mostly ignored by the
broader left—who are nonetheless transmitting it loud and clear.

The culture of trashing (“callout culture”) also encourages a certain trait in a leader–
the same that’s found in a particular type of preacher–a small-minded, egotistical pettiness
which is rewarded by calling other people out. For the Left to reⅵve at all, it must abandon
cargo cult actⅳism, as well as the mass of reified thought produced by the Wokeness
Industry
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